Is Mili Lost her
Believed on Society?
Mili is a school going poor and disadvantage children and
living in a slum of Dhakkinkhan, uttara, Dhaka. She is also a
meritorious student of SOHAY’s urban development centre
(UDC). She is only twelve years old. Her father`s is a night
guard. Recently she have faced a cruel experience which was
very shocking for her to living in this society with free and
freedom. It was not a daily routine or usual activities for her
life. This days was 10th April, 2013, she and her two friends
are going to home after complete schooling, when they
reach in nearer site of their slum that time Jamil, a 28 years
old man, who is a one of the neighbor of mili’s and he talk to Mili that her parents are waiting in font of Uttarkhan
Mazar for her and now she will go their with jamil. As Mili knows him long time, so Mili was confident and start to
go. After some time she feel this is not the actual way to go
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to Mazzar, so she ask him where are we going?. Jamil says that this is the alternative road to go to Mazzar as actual
road is now under construction for batter performance. Mili was believe his speech but after some time she
discover herself at Azompur bus stand in Dhaka. Mili feel very afraid and crying and oppose to go to with him but
Jamil threat her that if she do not go with him then he will kill and vanish her death body with permanently. Mili
stop cry and feel very awful and search any opportunity to run from this place but Jamil was very professional and
clever about his duty. Jamil was influenced Mili to go to Komlapur railway station and buy two ticket for Sharpur
station. After a long journey they were reached Sherpur railway station in night but some people at station are feel
hesitation about their relation and existence in this time at railway station. Some are charged jamil about their
relationship. Jamil try to convince them but failed and they call police and hand over them (mili and jamil) for
control the situation. Police call the milli’s parents and hand over her and also jamil was convinced the police with
alternative way.
Maybe this story will be finished in this way or through different types of path but a member of Local Violence
against Women Committee was recognize the situation through a local source. He was looking with very anxiety
that some influential community members are tying to stop and evaporate the situation with permanently through
a eye washing meeting (salish). In this context, this committee which is working under JNNPF at Dhaka north was
involve this situation and influenced the community leaders and legal agency for Jamil,s punishment for this
crime. So, now Jamil is in custody and Mili is passing a peach full life with her family. Now Mili is very careful about

the relationship with another one in society . She says ‘ now I
know what the realty and I will try my best to develop myself as a empowered one and now I do not believe any
one easily, I lost my faith on the men ’ . Though, Meli’s experience is a mirror of darkness in our society but We
want to lightening this society through our willingness. Though we know, we can not protect a huge number of Mili
in Bangladesh whose are trafficking in each and everyday .

